
5 Surprising stats about NFL so far 
1- AB leads the NFL in tgts this year, leads the league in ypt, has insane ppr value but has only 
1 td 

- He’s only been at home twice- in those games he saw 30 total targets 
- But let’s review the other top WR in fantsay production-- Green, diggs and hopkins 
- Diggs and green have been the most efficient no doubt and diggs hasn’t even played 

week 5 he has 15 ppg and still gets to go tonight! 
- Guess who is number 5? Chris hogan-- averaging 12 fppg and has at least one td in 

every game this year and 20 tgts in last 2 games-- who’s tommy’s favoirte? 
- bTw adams and jordy are 6/7 to have one qb support two top ten fantasy wr is insane 

 
2- Wentz, smith and goff are 345 in total offense created  

- Here’s some interesting take aways--  
- Ertz has created 12 YPtouch-- top 5 along with green, AB and tyreek 
- Goff has a massive number of deep balls, and YPA-- with a 108 passer rating on 39 

attempts, kid can huck it and on Sunday 17 deep pass attempts but the seahwaks barely 
allowd him to connect-- he only targetted watkins on 2 routes in last two games 

- Alex smith is on record setting pace 0 ints, 76% completion rate, 7% td passing rate, 125 
passer rating -- Hunt leads in all purpose yards and hill has 12 yptouch as well 

 
3- McCaffery is top 10 in all prupose yards, elite company 

- He’s 2nd in tgts among all rbs 
- 4th in rece yards, 3rd in receptions 
- Creating almost a whole FP per opp whihc is excellent  
- He is still not breaking anything-- but if we look ahead he’s got some spots- bears 

falcons saints jets, there will be weeks where we need this guy 
 
4- I’m late on Watson-- highest td rate on passing plays thus far and leading in QBR, 2nd behind 
rodgers in tds, and has a 71% completion rate, that to me is mind blowing-- with the 
ineffecetiveness of the hopkins tgts 

- Rushing about 4+ times per game 
- Throwing 30 times per game, the 8.3% td rate is insane, league high 
- Regression maybe but their playing the browns next week!? At home! 

 
5- DEF? 

- DET, MIA, CLE and PHI are elite run units-- less than 75 ru yds per game and allowing 
less than 20ppg as a correlation there,  

- in fact we see teams capable of stopping the rush or pass, funnel and reverse funnell 
defenses limiting the points allowed--- The steelers, bengals, jags and panthers allowing 
less than 20 ppg-- are also leaders in fewest re yds pg-- I am a firm believer that for 
fantasy socring you need lots of scoring period-- these are teams that are tough opp and 
units we have to be careful with  



- PHI -- 29% KC -- 31% both allowing above avg porduction to WR but minimal success 
on deep routes... 

- Chargers rush def is bad most yards allowed in the league, KC, PIT, NYG, sea, three 
units that are good def, but bad against the rush...GB getting up there in yds allowed too 

- Indy and NE pass def has allowed the most pass yds by a massive margin--- 1600 and 
1470, philly is next but we just discussed that def  

 
 
NE/TB 

- Here’s what’s interesting-- 50% success rate on all plays for both teams, solid field 
position around 50, solid first downs 21-23,  

- Could not convert TDs, Why? Couldn’t covert on 3rd down? Neither team- really seems 
like they had each other out coached on third- success rate dropped to 30% on those 
plays 

- Says a lot about Koetter and Bellichek 
- Difference was really that bucs couldn’t make the field goals and jameis was 57% 

completion rate 
- Crazy-- there wasn’t even as close to as many yards as  
- Don’t get fooled, backs are viable on both teams here -- how do you think of them 

- Martin saw the majority of snaps, super productive, there will be spots when they 
own a game and he sees over 20 carries, you have to find spots for him in 
positive game scirpt 

- White is on the field the most, but when Gil is on the field he’s getting touches the 
issue is really that now lewis is getting snaps too, and has been good lately,  

- Burkhead coming back too 
- Roles are clear for these receivers - hogan and amendola are target hogs and cooks is 

the depth, 
-  I think we have to keep goign after the pats, reason being-- they allowed proudctivity 

 
 
 
PHI/ARI 
34-7  

- Wentz was phenomenal 4 tds, 3 deep routes for tds 300 yds passing 
- 400 yards of offense, only 30 attempts, that’s the 3rd time in a row he’s only had 30 

attempts and hey-- he carreid the ball 6 times 
- Agholor and smith are legit deep threats with wentz finding them twice for 70 yard tds 
- Blount still got it 14 carries 6 ypc and 74 total yards, this oline is filthy and blount is 

getting a huge head of steam  
- Ellington had as many targets as Larry-- he’s useful, there’s no reason to pretend he’s 

not valuable on DK play him 
- John brown outsnapped jaron- oops 



- Palmer threw 44 times only completed 25 passes-- this is a combination of things-- they 
only allow a 29% success rate on deep targets 7- 36 -- it’s scheme, they take away the 
deep stuff and I know this which is why I was only interested in larry 

 
 
CIN/BUF 

- Dalton had 300 yards passing against a solid def, and two ints, but both were on tipped 
balls that were catchable from AJ green and a fumble 

- Really impressive considering that the Bills secondary is one of the best units in the NFL 
coming into the game, Green is matchup proof and this team wins when he’s involed  

- Since lazor has taken over he’s seen 33 targets, and 3 tds 
- Mixon lead the RBs 15 touches only 51 yds, one td,  
- McCoy had 25 total touches but 89 yards and no tds, the volume is there- dont sleep 
- The Bills TE lead in targets-- oleary saw 6 tgts when clay left, tyrods fav 

 
 
NYJ/CLE 

- ASJ has seen more tarets each week, issue is the depth of these targets 6 catches only 
29 yards, 5 YPC, dink and dunk 

- Kearse is the best wr on the team but only seeing 4 tgts per game 
- Once again CLE rush de shows up-- 1.9 ypc and 22% sucess rate for powel and 

mcguire 
- Kevin hogan had a 122 passer rating, kizer a 38, no excuses, this team has to stick with 

Hogan-- went 16-19 and nearly 200 passing yards 
- He’s given them a spark in two games- and scord twice-- he ran 4 times for 30 yards too, 

that’s as good as Kizer 
- duke and Njoku made amazing plays here-- great catch by njokue and Duke did his 

amazing YAC thing through traffic, two massively skilled players 
 
CAR/DET 

- Cam looked good again, the DET pass def to this point were top 5 in AFPA, but they 
were shredded  

- Cam went 355 and 3 tds 
- The Ed Dickson game was impressive-- but hard to predict, you can project matchup 

more than a player-- its a thing- we’ve talked about this- teams see somethign on film 
and decide that it’s worth attacking- so they do 

- The panthers ran for only 28 yards, cam himself ran 7 times for 0000000 yards! insane 
effectiveness of the DET front 7 

- KB and Funchess saw 3 ez targets- these guys are huge and they are going to have a 
RZ adavtnage every week 

- Abdullah saw most touches but Zenner sniped a goal line touch and Riddick got the 
passing down work 



- Marvin jones is underrated- 8 tgts this week, matching Tate in tgts back to back weeks, 
ran 100% of snaps, there are going to be weeks when we need this team  

LAC/NYG 
- Squeaky wheel gets the ball 28, 26 touches total opporunties for gordon-- gotta wonder 

if it was health in the last couple weeks 
- He was effective 6.2 yards per touch 
- Allen still saw 11 tgts, won’t change, only ONE week he has’t seen double digit tgts huge 

value there 
- Hunter henry eclipsing gates--- 3 ez tgts filthy catch  
- These LAC rushers are taking adv of the good matchup ingram and bosa got 4 total 

sacks  
- Darkwa got the TD yes but my boy Gallman lead in touches with 16, 3.8 yards after 

contact, and saw 5 tgts, with broken ankles all over this team his work load isn’t going 
anywhere 

SF/IND 
- TY hilton at home-- just do it, he’s so good there and brisset has the arm to get it to him 

and he dropped another big one- it;s working  
- Listen he’s not a bad QB, kid deserves some credit-- winning games he should win and 

went 7-11 under pressure 
- This backfield is hard to decipher mack is the most talented but gore getting the touches, 

and trubin for some reason still geting looks on the goal line  
- George Kittle falls into the projecting matchups, not the player 9 tgts, hugely athletic blue 

chip draft pick,  
- Goodwin and Garcon 25% tgt share were the benefits of the massive number of hoyer 

attempts, 25-46 on the day 353 yards 
- Hyde hyde hyde-- so depressing, apparently got benched?! They went with Breida hot 

hand and he was certainly better nearly 6 yards per touch-- way more effective than 
hyde  

 
 
TEN/MIA 

- This game was terrible, like absolutely brutal 
- Neither team broke 190 yds offense, or more 3.2 yards oer play 
- Parker  leaves on the first series  
- Cassel went 21-32 for 141 yards HOW? 
- Murray touched the ball 18 times for 69 yards.. Guh 
- Ajayi had every chance to get better 27 total touches for 77 yards, ugh, that olline coach 

left , too much coke 
- Jay was brutal too, 52 passer rateing, 26% passer rating  

 
JAC/PIT 



- I think it’s easy to see one thing here-- bens INTs and go whoa jax pass d is so good- 
but lets make something else clear- that allows them to be dominant in all phases - They 
had 5 defensive backs rate aboe 81 in pff grade, insanity 

- JAC offense had fewer first downs, yard and plays, but because of the TO, they were 
able to stuff the run for the frist time in weeks-- 3.5 ypc 

- The opposite is true- Fournette rolled 6.5 ypc on 28 carreis doe 2 tds, he is an animal 
and this line if good 

- Pitt has given it up to power rush schemes-- Alex collings Fournette, howard,  
-  
- Ben was bad- but brotles was eqaully bad-- 95 pass yard, with 8/14 passing, they ran the 

ball 37 times, and let blake touch is 14 times he managed 1 int and 2 sacks, if this team 
hires a real qb in the coming years, they are good 

- AB had 19 tgts, Im not kidding, I can’t joke about that 4 games with over 11 tgts and 
leads league in volume at the pos 

- Ben was forcing it, knowing that he just needed one to break his way and let AB make a 
play 

- Bell 25 touches-- 10 tgts 10 recepsitions  
 
BAL/OAK 

- Well ravens blew this one up from the start-- deep ball from flacco then a fumble 
recovery td 

- OAK just doesn’t look good without carr and if they can’t get the passing game going, 
this offense struggles 

- Buck allen got the majority of carries again, why? Probably because they had a lead and 
they dont worry about him fumbling, but when this team has the chance to lead we have 
to be willing to play these backs they got 39 touches went 60/40 pass run 

- Marshwn isnt going to eclipse 15 touches this year, won’t happen, they need him healthy 
and it’s very clear they don’t see his health as a sure thing 

- Michael Crabtree is the best player on this team and let’s be clear the cooper role is no 
longer  

- Hard to see either of these squads very viable unless there is a solid matchup 
LAR/SEA  

- I knew that this was too good to be true, that there was too much rams hype - they’re 
good, but goff isnt yet good enough to beat this secondary  

- Seahawks forced 3 turnovers and proved they still have stuff, gurly was held in check 
here only 16 touches and 50 yards, ouch, almost had a TD, got ruled oOB 

- Teams are taking sammy watkns away and goff cant find him, tyler hugbee is a thing he 
is playing well 8 tgts and has great hands 

- Aaron donald is insane-- this O line is terrible and Donald mauled them, as is the case 
with the Deforest buckner these elite pass rushers have a day with russ and they cause 
the whole offense to malfunction 



- The sea offense-- cheatsheet subs saw I was in on Jimmy graham, tgts are there price 
was down and no one was talking about him, rams have allowed above avg socring to 
the TE all year 

GB/DAL 
- We’ve seen two sitations where goat qbs this year have carved up a def with a minute 

left Rodgers did the same thing that brady did 
- Dak drove the ball for nearly 9 mins, 9 and td and the def couldn’t even hang for a 

minute 
- Dak played really well 4 tds moving the ball up and down the field with success 103 

passer rating 69% pct completion rate 
- He’s good, we dont; ever need to doubt dak 
- Jason witten played 100% of snaps 10 tgts and 8 completions for 61 yds 
- Dez 6 for 8 dropped a td in the first q, beasly picked that up for him and ended with two 

tds, that was titling  
- I dont know hwo adams was allowed to play he spent the night in the hospital really 

doesnt feel like much a of protocol if 10 days and couple questions can get you bac on 
the field after being carted off on a stretcher-- not adoctro 

- 11 tgts 7 rece and 2 tds, jordy scored, cause that’s what he does, and  
-  aaron jones was filthy 19 touches 125 yards, kid is good, td this team is really 

dangerous with him and monty back there, but they will likely canibalize each other in the 
interest of staying healthy 

- Cobb was a bust, but primarily because rodgers and adams were clikcing, it’s a rhythm 
thing for this team -- hot hadn from arod-- 20,21,21 tgt share for these guys all over 200 
yds receiving but jordy leading in air yards and adams right behind 

 
KC/HOU 

- I’m late to stamp my ticket on the watson hype train but cmon, how the hell does this 
happen kid had an adj completion percentage of 58% and you let him throw 3 deep 
touchdowns after going 6/16 on deep routes, that’s terrible 

- This is one the chiefs and the fact that watson was able to get hopkins three tds on just 4 
catches tilts me into oblvion  

- This is on film and there is no way we cna prject this moving forward, teams will know 
what to expect and try to take it way, can they though? 

- Well-- whitney mercilus and jjwatt gone, really really big deal for a team that’s already 
struggling to stop certain teams from scoring 

- Kareem hunt is insane -- 32 total touches, but west got the tds, just a ruse by reid 
- Lets talk about how amazing alex smith has been 300 yards again, he had only 3 

incompletions when he wasn’t pressured 
- Once again completion rate above 60% and this guy is throwing it deep, went deep 5 

times, for someone who we expect not to have a  big arm seems like they are changing 
that, deep middle throws this year- not one incompletion deep right? 156 passer rating 
WHAT? Alex smith! 


